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Introduction to environmental offsets

Tor Hundloe and Shelley Burgin

The types of environmental offsets
Our topic is a special type of offset – an environmental offset. The word offset is commonly 
used in a formal sense in the discipline of accounting and also, but in a different formal 
sense, in the field of engineering. Offsetting is used in a lay sense when one is referring to 
counterbalancing or compensating for something (of a negative nature) that is to be pro-
hibited in the interests of something better taking place.

Our subject is environmental offsets. If there is a common usage of the term offset in 
environmental science, it refers to biodiversity offsets. However, there is another relatively 
common use of the offset concept in environmental matters. It has come about with the 
developing public interest in climate change – the notion of carbon offsetting. Biodiversity 
offsetting is in the main the interest of ecologists, while carbon offsetting is generally the 
interest of climatologists.

In casting our net wider to apply the offset concept to the compensation of those who 
have to forgo their private benefits for a greater common good, such as prohibiting an 
existing right to, for example, cut timber in an area to be declared a national park, we 
introduce a third type of offset under the environmental offset banner. This form of offset-
ting is the interest of economists and ecologists; if cultural values are involved, anthro-
pologists are also an interested party. Due to the fact that in the past this type of offsetting 
has not been formally called offsetting in the environmental literature – rather the term 
compensating has been used – it warrants introductory, background comment.

The type of offsetting involved in saving precious natural, cultural and built environ-
ments is likely to involve compensating those who use, or have the legal right to use, these 

‘Offset’ – noun: ‘something that counterbalances, counteracts, or 
compensates for something else; compensating equivalent’ (Dictionary.com)
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4 – Management of protected areas: the need for environmental offsets 27

The key principles of the 1994 guidelines were that:

1) protected areas were categorised primarily on management objectives;
2) assignment to a category did not reflect the level of perceived management 

effectiveness;
3) while categories were internationally designated, they could be varied nationally;
4) all categories were considered important;
5) there was a gradation in human intervention implied (Dudley 2008).

The use and performance of these guidelines were subsequently reviewed (Bishop et al. 
2004). This led to calls for a greater governance dimension for IUCN protected areas at the 
World Congresses in 2003 and 2004. Ultimately, the World Commission on Protected 
Areas Categories Task Force was formed, and a new set of guidelines developed (Dudley 
2008). After extensive consultation, a modified definition of protected areas was 
developed:

Table 4.2. The six IUCN categories of protected areas 

Category Type Characteristics

Ia Strict Nature Reserve Biodiversity protection and/or geomorphological 
features. Emphasis on conservation values with 
human access/use strictly controlled and limited.

Ib Wilderness Area Typically largely unmodified areas that retain their 
natural character/influence without permanent or 
significant human habitation. Protected and 
managed to preserve their natural condition.

II National Park Protection of large-scale ecological processes, 
species and ecosystem characteristics of area. Also 
provides foundation for environmentally/culturally 
compatible spiritual, scientific, educational, 
recreational and visitor opportunities.

III Natural Monument or 
Feature

Protection of specific natural monument including 
landform, sea mount, submarine cavern, geological 
feature (e.g. cave) or living feature (e.g. ancient 
grove).

IV Habitat/Species 
Management Area

Protection of particular priority species or habitat of 
which many may need regular active intervention to 
address target species/habitat requirements.

V Protected Landscape Areas where interaction of people and nature has 
produced an area of distinct character with 
significant ecological, biological, cultural and scenic 
value, and where safeguarding the integrity of this 
interaction is vital to protecting/sustaining the area 
and associated values.

VI Protected areas with 
sustainable use of natural 
resources

Conservation of ecosystems/habitats, together with 
associated cultural values and traditional natural 
resource management systems. Generally large and 
mostly in natural condition with proportion under 
sustainable natural resource management with low-
level non-industrial use of natural resources 
compatible with nature conservation.

Source: Burgin and Zama (2014). Owned by authors, published by EDP Sciences, 2014.
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4 – Management of protected areas: the need for environmental offsets 29

However, the expansion in area and number of protected areas continues in line with 
the agreed target of 17% of the Earth’s land surface being under protection by 2020, a 
target considered to be achievable. For example, between April and December 2016, there 
was an increase of 161  646  km2 of terrestrial areas (including inland waters) and 
3  623  637  km2 of marine areas within national jurisdictions placed under protection 
(UNEP–WCMC and IUCN 2016) and, as indicated above, there is a continued increase in 
areas protected (UNEP–WCMC and IUCN 2018).

Despite such substantial gains in the coverage of protected areas and the associated con-
servation actions, biodiversity continues to decline. There are numerous reasons for this 
situation. A significant one is that while more land is being incorporated into protected 
lands, areas that are not protected but that support native ecosystems continue to be cleared. 
This is despite an estimated need to conserve, for biodiversity purposes, 75% of original 
vegetated areas with forest cover. By 2015, the area had declined to 62% (Hill et al. 2015).

In parallel, with the continued decline in natural ecosystems, there has been an upward 
trajectory in the world’s population. In mid-2017, the Earth’s population was 7.6 billion 
people, with an annual increase of ~83 million (UN 2017). This rapid increase in popula-
tion results in higher demand for resources. In addition, the impacts of climate change 
may potentially culminate in ongoing system impoverishment, even within protected 
areas (Carey et al. 2000; Hansen and DeFries 2007; McGeoch et al. 2011).

Australia’s protected area network
Australia is one of the 13 most megadiverse countries in the world (Brooks et al. 2006). A 
principal approach to preserving this natural heritage is to declare national parks and other 
protected reserves. There are currently over 12  000 terrestrial protected areas, covering 
151.8 million hectares, in Australia (see Fig. 4.1). This represents more than 19.7% of the 

Fig. 4.1. Australia’s terrestrial and marine national parks (see Clark and Johnston 2016 for colour 
version with details of protection categories). Source: Creative Commons Attribution Licence 3.0, 
Australia.
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lower elevation, this frog had previously had a continual distribution throughout the east 
of the state (DEWHA 2008–09; OEH 2015).

In response to the green and golden bell frog’s decline within New South Wales between 
the 1960s and 1992 (White and Pyke 1996), it was listed as endangered under the state’s 
Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995, and as vulnerable in the Commonwealth Envi-
ronment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 and the IUCN Red List of 
Threatened Species (IUCN 2016). In recognition of the species’ status, recovery manage-
ment plans were developed for many of the remaining populations. These plans require 
identification of factors that have caused the target species to decline (Mahony et al. 2013). 
This is where biodiversity offsetting has a role. Arguably, the highest-profile environmen-
tal offset undertaken in Australia for any frog species was implemented for the green and 
golden bell frog – for the Sydney ‘Green Olympics’ (Figs 5.2 and 5.3).

This chapter presents the history of the offset for the population of green and golden 
bell frogs in Sydney Olympic Park (the site of the 2000 Sydney Olympic Games) followed 
by an assessment of the outcome. As there are many basic issues, in particular, the various 
threats to the species that are relevant to the success or otherwise of the offset program, 
these are presented in an appendix at the end of this chapter.

Sydney Olympic Park: offset for the green and golden bell 
frog
Green and golden bell frogs were discovered in a derelict brick-pit during preparation for 
the development of the site for Sydney’s 2000 Olympic Games (Mahony et al. 2013). The 
population was considered a significant remnant population within New South Wales 
(Greer 1994; Pyke and White 2001; Darcovich and O’Meara 2008). This population of 
frogs, within Parramatta Local Government Area, was considered one of three key popu-
lations of the species within Sydney. The other two substantial populations were in the 

Fig. 5.1. Green and golden bell frog, Litoria aurea. Source: LiquidGhoul/Wikipedia, CC BY-SA 3.0.
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Environmental Offsets38

adjacent Local Government Areas of Holroyd and Auburn. These three, now disjunct, frog 
populations may be assumed to have each inhabited more extensive areas before urbanisa-
tion. The destruction of habitat associated with urbanisation would have resulted in frag-
mentation of habitat (DECC 2008). These three discrete populations were likely to have 
been part of a meta-population.

Fig. 5.2. State Brickworks, 1911–12. Photo by Rex Hazelwood. Source: ON 151/24–30, State Library 
of New South Wales.

Fig. 5.3. State Brickworks site reinvented as green and golden bell frog habitat complete with 
viewing platform that encircles the reconstructed wetlands. Source: Amalie Wright.
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fitted (or retrofitted) and, indeed, influence the structure of new builds where the owners 
seek to incorporate a green roof. In Table 7.1, we provide a list of what are commonly called 
green roofs (Loh 2009) – the list includes roofs that are classified as brown roofs. These 
have a coating of gravel and/or recycled material base with a thin soil cover. While it may 
be possible to grow green plants on a brown roof, opportunities are often limited with such 
a construction.

Within the classification of green roofs, there are wetland green roofs. One potential 
water source for water plants grown in such a situation is recycled grey water. Another 
green roof type may include potted plants in any variety of containers, and a wide variety 
of plants. A roof could be converted into food-production and even include hydroponic 
food production.

In addition to brown and wetland green roofs, a further sub-classification is known as 
a cool roof. This green roof sub-category is sometimes used as an all-embracing sub-clas-
sification that encompasses white (reflective), green (living) and blue (liquid) roofs. Despite 
the differences in make-up, all these sub-categories of green roofs typically have one 
common purpose – reducing the temperature within the urban heat island. However, 
many are additionally valued for their aesthetic and/or functional values.

Green roofs typically comprise a waterproofing barrier with a root barrier, drainage 
layer, filter membrane such as geotextile cloth, growing medium (soil layer) and vegeta-
tion. Insulation and its placement varies in accordance with climate and government regu-
lations. Irrigation systems may be added if the focus is on growing plants. These layers all 

Table 7.1. Green roofs in Australia

Urban infrastructure

Semi-intensive/
semi-extensive green 
roofs Extensive green roofs

Public spaces

Parliament House, Canberra Museum of Old and New 
Art, Tasmania

Venny Community Centre, 
Melbourne

University of Melbourne South 
Lawn car park

Victoria Desalination Plant, 
Wonthaggi

National Gallery of Victoria 
international sculpture garden

Toilet block, Beare Park, 
Sydney

Crown Casino, Melbourne Kingston School, Hobart

Freshwater Place, Melbourne Children’s Hospital, 
Brisbane

Minfie Park green roof, Melbourne

Office buildings

30 The Bond, Sydney Council House 2, 
Melbourne

Pixel Building, Melbourne

Queenscliff Marine and Freshwater 
Discovery Centre

Adaptive reuse

Waverton Coal Loader, 
North Sydney

Residential buildings

M Central, Sydney
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is ~3200 m2. On this roof, there are some 46 000 individual plants, eight shelters, 12 mono-
liths and 33 columns covered in epiphytes (plants that grow on a diversity of surfaces and 
derive moisture from the air, rain and debris that accumulates around them). Additionally, 
there is a sloping green roof with 1400 planting cassettes containing 23 000 plants.

Conclusion
With the limited popularity of roof gardens in Australia at present, their role in terms of 
environmental offsets is minimal. However, with greater popularity and the increased cov-
erage of buildings, there will be greater benefits including urban heat island mitigation, 
reduction in energy demand, stormwater management, visual amenity, recreation, food 
production and carbon dioxide reduction. With improvements to design and construc-
tion, as occurred with the increasing uptake of rooftop solar energy panels in Australia, we 
predict that in the future rooftop gardens will become increasingly popular and will take 
their place in the mix of environmental offsets.

Fig. 7.1. Part of the roof garden of the Children’s Hospital, South Brisbane. Photo: Craig Langston.
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tural land permits it to grow a wide variety of crops for both domestic consumption and 
export (UNDP 2016).

Bakossi Forest Reserve
In the south-west of Cameroon, located at 4°44′34″N and 9°35′20″E and covering an esti-
mated 5517 km2 (1 363 280 acres, or approximately 2.5% of the nation) is Bakossi Forest 
Reserve, which was officially declared a Strict Nature Reserve in 2000. Figure 10.1 illus-
trates a special feature of the area. Funding for establishment of the Reserve was provided 
by the Swedish World Wildlife Fund. From 1956, part of the area had been a declared 
forest area. This was before Cameroon became a unified nation in 1961. The Bakossi 
National Park, within the Forest Reserve, was declared in 2000 and came into being in 
2008. This was a very important initiative by the Cameroon government, due to concern 
about a significant loss of natural forests. The conventional wisdom is that the nation’s 
forests decreased by 40% between 1990 and 2015.

The Reserve is covered with dense tropical rainforest and encompasses the largest area 
of cloud forest in West-Central Africa (Lambi and Ndenecho 2009). It is extremely rich in 

Fig. 10.1. Waterfall, Bakossi Forest Reserve. Source: Nick Annejohn and Family, Wikimedia 
Commons.
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Box 12.1: The Timeline

2010
22 October: Adani, supported by the firm GHD Consulting, provided an Initial Advice 
Statement to the Queensland government.

26 November: The Queensland government determined that the Adani mine and rail 
line was a ‘coordinated project’.

2011
6 January: The Commonwealth government determined that the mine and rail project 
were, as a package, a ‘controlled action’ pursuant to the EPBC Act 1999.

25 May: Terms of Reference (ToR) were finalised by the Queensland government (per 
the Coordinator-General).

2012
5 November: Adani submitted its EIS.

15 November–11 February 2013: Public perusal of the EIS.

2013
26 March: The Queensland government (per the Coordinator General) requested 
further information from Adani to address matters raised in the EIS.

9 July: Adani applied to the Queensland Environmental Protection Authority for a 
site-specific Environmental Authority for the mine.

25 November–20 December: Supplementary EIS (SEIS) made available for public 
comment. Following that, Adani supplied an Additional Information EIS (AEIS).

2014

7 May: The Queensland government (per the Coordinator-General) releases its 
evaluation of the EIS.

7 May: The Queensland Coordinator-General recommended approval of the mine 
subject to conditions and recommendations.

24 July: The Commonwealth Minister for the Environment granted approval for the 
mine and rail line subject to conditions. NB: This approval was withdrawn and a new 
approval with conditions was granted on 14 October 2014.

28 August: A Draft Environmental Authority was issued to Adani under the Queensland 
Environmental Protection Authority. Conditions were attached.

1 October: Following public notification of the mining lease application and the 
application for an associated Draft Environmental Authority, objections to both were 
lodged. The objections were referred to the Land Court of Queensland on 1 October 
2014.

2015
15 December: Land Court of Queensland delivers its findings and recommendations.
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available at increasing cost to mine, but when it costs more to extract the coal than it can 
be sold for it is no longer of use to us. Well before then, alternative sources of energy will be 
much cheaper, and coal will be left in the ground. Australia reached that stage in 2019. In 
Australia, both solar and wind farms produce electricity at lesser cost than new coal-fired 
power stations and, as the intermittency of electricity supply from these sources can be 
overcome by pumped-storage hydro-electricity, the future would appear secure for these 
non-polluting, renewable energy resources.

Notwithstanding the case for the renewables, the reality is that we are some years (dec-
ades?) away from the end of coal as a source of generating electricity. It takes time to build 
completely new electricity infrastructure. Although solar and wind farms can be built 
quickly, there are processes of seeking approval, arranging contracts for the electricity and 
obtaining finance. All take time. Building large pumped-storage hydro-electricity dams 
and installing the plant is a longer process. And this still leaves the task of upgrading the 
major electricity grids, a must as more and more renewable energy enters the grid. It is 
early days yet.

Let us not bury coal in the sense of writing its obituary without recognising the enor-
mous difference it has made to the human condition. Barbara Freese, a Minnesota lawyer, 
published an excellent book titled Coal: A Human History. She writes: ‘Coal was no mere 
fuel, and no mere article of commerce. It represented humanity’s triumph over nature – 
the foundation of civilization itself ’ (Freese 2003). She explains how coal provides us with 
light, power and wealth, and makes for a civilised lifestyle. Darkness, weakness, poverty 
and barbarism are no more. With one potentially civilisation-destroying consequence 
omitted, Freese is correct. Today, as we approach the end of the coal age, humanity faces a 
threat not before experienced in historical terms. This is the climate-changing ability of a 
build-up of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Coal is one of the fossil fuel culprits.

Without delaying the story, we will take a paragraph to make abundantly clear that we 
are not ignorant of the dramatic climate changes that occurred in prehistoric times, before 
coal was to blame. We know of these climatic changes through the use of the most sophis-

2016
3 April: The Adani mine and rail project was approved by the Queensland government, 
announced in a media release by the Premier and the Minister responsible for mining. 
NB: this approval was conditional on certain matters being resolved, in particular, a 
satisfactory offset management plan for the black-throated finch.

2018
9 December: The Commonwealth government signs off on a management plan for the 
black-throated finch. Conditions are attached.
2019
9 May: The Commonwealth government signs off on a water plan. Conditions are 
attached.

22 May: The Queensland government signs off on a revised plan for the black-throated 
finch. Conditions are attached.

12 June: The Queensland government signs off on a revised water plan. Conditions are 
attached.
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